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An empirical test of Analogical Modeling: the
k/0 alternation!
Anton Rytting
Abstract
The kl0 alternation in Turkish is a phenomenon that
generative rule-based approaches have sought to
explain by postulating the existence of multiple
levels of representation and a bi-moraic minimality
constraint on certain rules (Inkelas and Orgun, 1996).
One lexicalist approach has sought to explain the
alternation by postulating underspecified
"archiphonemes" (van Schaaik 1995). However, this
approach does not take into account evidence of
psycholinguistic studies. Analogical Modeling seems
a promising, fresh approach to explaining the
phenomenon. However, one must first determine the
best representation of the data in an analogical
approach. Three possible representational schemata
are tried and compared. In this limited study, the
schema which is closely based on rule-based analysis
performs generally better than a more general
phonological representation. However, these
discrepancies are quite possibly a result of the
limitations of the corpus used; therefore, no certain
conclusions can be drawn as to the nature of a most
correct representation schema.

Introduction: consonantal
alternations in Turkish
The final consonants of many Turkish stems
display two different forms, depending on
the surrounding phonological context. For
example, it is very common for stem-final
voiceless obstruents to become voiced when
followed by a vowel-initial suffix (Lewis
1967, Sezer 1981, Inkelas & Orgun 1995):

(Oa) kaltp 'mold' kaItp-Iar 'mold-PL'
kaItb-a 'mold-DAT' (lnkelas & Orgun 1995)
(Ob) kurt 'worm' kurt-tan 'worm-ABL'
kurd-u 'worm-3sG.poss' (Sezer 1981)
(Oc) a:c 'tree' a:c-ta 'tree-LOC'

a:j-in 'tree-GEN' (Lewis 1967:31)
Stem-final velar stops, on the other hand,
behave quite differently. Although /kJ does
voice to /g/ in a few borrowed words, most
stem-final velar stops, both /kJ and /g/ either
remain as they are or disappear entirely. The
typical pattern is for the velar to delete
intervocalically.
(00)

esek (donkey) esek-ler (donkeY-PL)
ese-I (donkey-3sG.poss)
yatak (bed) yatak-lar (bed-PL)
yata-t (bed-3sG.poss)
kelebek (butterfly)
kele bek-ler (butterfly -PL)
kelebe-I (butterfly-3sG.poss)2

This conditional deletion of stem-final
velars is known in the literature as the kl0
alternation (Zimmer & Abbott 1978, Sezer,
1981, van Schaaik 1996) or as velar drop
(Inkelas & Orgun 1995). Both van Schaaik
(1996: 117ff) and Inkelas & Olgun (1995)
suggest that this alternation is triggered in
part by a resyllabification of the stem, in
which the final velar attempts (and fails) to
move from the coda of one syllable to the
onset of the following syllable. This
analysis seems plausible, for other rules also
depend on the resyllabification of root-final
consonants. As seen in example (Oa-c)
above, most final plosives alternate between
[-voice] in coda position and [+voice] in
onset position.
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However, there are some exceptional cases
to the kl0 alternation where velar deletion
does not apply. The majority of these cases
fall into three categories: 3

tahkik (verification)
tahki:ki (verification-3sG4.poss)
tetkik (investigation)
tetki:ki (investigation-3sG.poss)
(Sezer 1981)

1.

Monosyllabic stems.

(1 a)

k6k (root) k6k-e (root-DAT)
*k6-e
ek (affix) ek-e (affix-DAT)
*e-e
ok (arrow) ok-urn (arrow-1SG.POss)
*o-um
lig (league) lig-I (league-3sG.poss)
*li-I
ftig (fugue) ftig-e (fugue-DAT)
*fti-e (Inkelas & Orgun 1995)

These exceptions have been accounted for in
several ways:

There are three common lexical exceptions
to this global exception: tjak (many), yak
(there is not), and gok (sky) (see Lewis
1967, Sezer 1981).4

Zimmer and Abbott (1978) and Sezer (1981)
postulate a rule that deletes final fkI after a
vowel in polysyllabic words. I present a
modified version here:

The same general exceptional pattern may
be observed in monosyllabic roots of type
(C)VC[+plosive] where the voicing does not
alternate as noted above.

(4) [+velar] ---. 0 /
[+Syll] Co [+Syll][-long] _ + [+Syll][X]

(1 b)

at (horse)
at -.j. (horse-acc)
sap-.j. (stem-acc)
sap (stem)
koc (ram)
koc-u (ram-acc)
(Inkelas & Orgun 1995)

2. Words (chiefly Arabic loanwords) where
vowel before the final !k/ is 10ng. 5

(2)

merak (curiosity)
mera:k.j. (curiosity-3sG.poss)
infilak (explosion)
infila:kt (explosion-3sG.posS)
ittifak (alliance)
ittifa:kt (alliance-3sG.poss)

3. Roots followed by verbal or "non-native"
affixes (see Sezer 1981)
(3)

meslek (profession)
mesle-im (profession-1sG.poss)
meslek-I: (profession-al)
na:zik (kind)
na:zi-im (kind-1sg.copula)
na:zik-en (kind-ly)

The X signifies a subset of native,
de nominal suffixes, in order to account for
exception #3 (example 6, above). It is
supposed that the suffixes in exception #3
utilize a different sort of boundary than
native suffix morphemes. Sezer does not try
to link his observations to an overarching
theory, but his analysis is considered
noteworthy for its descriptive adequacy.
Inkelas and Orgun (1995) essentially agree
with Sezer's analysis, but they seek to
provide principled justification for it. They
account for exception #3 by assuming that
Turkish words go through multiple levels of
representation between the deepest lexical
level and the phonetic realization, and that
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certain rules such as velar drop are only
applicable at certain levels. The suffixes in
exception #3 attach sooner than the native
denominal suffixes, before the velar drop
rule is active. For exception #1, Inkelas and
Orgun cite a language universal proposed by
McCarthy and Prince (1986), the bi-moraic
minimal size condition, which prevents
(C)VC roots from being further shortened by
rules such as velar deletion. (Exceptions
such as gok and tjok are assumed to be
"prespecified" for a certain representation
level, and thus immune to this universal.)
Inkelas and Orgun's analysis does not
explicitly account for exception #2.
Van Schaaik (1996: 113), on the other hand,
argues that the alternation may be most
elegantly accounted for by means of
lexically stored "archiphonemes" /G/ ~
{g,0}, /K/ ~ {k,0}, which are phonetically
"underspecified" in the lexicon, but are
realized according to the phonological
surroundings. All polysyllabic velar-final
words are supposed to contain these
archiphonemes; monosyllabic words contain
fully specified /k/ or /g/. This analysis
avoids the problem of finding theoretically
justifiable rules to account for every word.
However, it also fails to account for the
productive nature of the k10 alternation.
Zimmer and Abbott (1978) note that the k10
alternation applies not only to native words,
but also to recently borrowed words:
(8)

frikik (freekick)
friki-I (freekick-3sG.poss)
(Zimmer & Abbott 1978).

Furthermore, their experimental evidence
suggests that the k10 is not only productive,
but psychologically real. Zimmer and
Abbott describe two psycholinguistic

5

surveys testing the productivity of the kl0
alternation, in which native speakers were
asked to attach the vowel-initial suffix to
various nonce-words. Their surveys included
monosyllabic (stems) (exception #1) and
several examples of "Arabic-sounding"
stems, including one example of a long final
vowel (exception #2). They did not test
exception #3, which they evidently took to
be a given. Although their results may not
be conclusively supportive of productive
rules, they do show a significant tendency
for speakers to follow the rule described by
Sezer (example 7, above). They report a
clear correlation, significant to the .05 level,
between number of syllables and /k1
deletion. Since nonce words cannot be
supposed to exist a priori in a speaker's
lexicon, these data seem to indicate the
presence of a word-independent
phonological rule or tendency, contrary to
Schaaik's assertion. Schaaik's strictly
lexical approach is perhaps useful
computationally, but does not seem
necessary or desirable from a psychological
standpoint. A psycholinguistically plausible
model of native Turkish speakers must
account for Zimmer and Abbott's data.
The evidence for a rule-based approach is
not inconsiderable. However, phonological
rules do not readily account for variation in
language, including variation among
speakers, lexical exceptions, and language
change. Zimmer and Abbott acknowledge
that the k10 alternation is subject to all three
types of variation. Moreover, their data also
suggest limitations to the rule's predictive
power. With both monosyllables and
polysyllables, the rule correctly predicts the
subjects' responses 80-90% of the time B
certainly greater than what could happen by
chance, but not completely convincing. If
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the rule were fully productive, one might
expect the speakers' judgements to have
been nearly unanimous on all examples.
Prima jacie, it seems possible that the k10
alternation is not a rule as such, but a rulelike tendency based on analogy.
The Analogical Modeling approach
Analogy has long been posited as another
possible explanation for morphological and
phonological regularities, intermediate
between lexical and rule-based approaches.
At the time of Zimmer and Abbott's work,
few analogical accounts were sufficiently
detailed to be testable by psycholinguistic
experiments. More recently, several
analogy-based computational algorithms
have been developed, including Royal
Skousen's "analogical modeling" (1989).
Rather than prescribing a priori the
conditions under which a given phonological
change will occur, like the velar-deletion
rule above, Skousen's program stores the
most common examples of pertinent words
(here, words ending in velar) culled from a
corpus. Each example is matched with an
appropriate outcome: here, whether or not
the velar was deleted.
Skousen's approach claims to be an
alternative to rules, not to be used in
combination with them. Therefore, it must
be able to handle any observed pattern that
can be accounted for by rules, as well as
handle cases which rules do not. Much
work is currently being done in the "messy"
cases where rule approaches encounter
difficulties - for example, Arabic broken
plurals, the German plural system, and the
negative prefixes in English. However, one
must also show that the system can hold its
own in those areas where rule-based
approaches also do well. Although the rule-

based approaches to the k10 alternation are
not perfectly conclusive, they cannot be
easily dismissed.
The problem of Representation: how
to apply Skousen's model
Skousen's model relies on analogy, which
entails judgements of similarity and
difference between words. According to his
approach, similar words are more likely to
become models for each other than words
which are less similar. However, this begs
the following question: how can we measure
similarity? Along what dimensions, and by
what criteria, do we compare words?
Ultimately, if one is to postulate a method of
analogy, one must make certain assumptions
about how words are perceived and stored
by native speakers.
There does not seem to be a clear consensus
among those who use exemplar-based
approaches how best to describe similarities
between words. Like other exemplar-based
approaches, Skousen's Analogical Modeling
algorithm uses a vector of variables to
encode certain aspects of the words in the
data set. However, there are infinitely many
ways to represent a word, and it is not
always clear which method of encoding is
most appropriate or plausible for a particular
problem. Three (of many) possible
approaches are listed below:

1. Straight sequencing. One possible
approach is simply a straight sequencing of
the phonemes (or even orthographic
characters, in the case of a nearly
phonological spelling system such as
Turkish) in the order in which they appear in
the word. In the example of the k10
alternation, this might include all the letters
in the word just before the final velar
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consonant. This approach is
computationally quick and easy. However,
it has the consequence of comparing
unrelated linguistic phenomena: vowels are
matched up with consonants, onsets with
codas, and so forth. For these reasons it may
seem an implausible and inelegant method
from a psycholinguistic point of view;
however, it has proved effective in certain
problems, such as identifying the language
of an unknown text (see Lonsdale 1999 in
this volume).

2. The a posteriori approach.
Alternatively, one could choose to represent
those variables that are predicted to be
important from rule-based and descriptive
accounts. For example, if one were to code
a variable set for the kl0 alternation strictly
following Sezer's description, the variable
set could consist of just four variables: (1)
whether or not the final velar is intervocalic;
(2) the length of the preceeding vowel; (3)
the number of syllables in the stem; and (4)
the type of suffix after the stem (denominal,
native, or otherwise). However, if the
approach is taken to this extreme, it
essentially becomes a rule approach in
disguise, and also leads to separate, ad-hoc
variable sets for predicting each separate
phenomenon. 6 One must wonder if humans
have different "variable sets" for every
aspect of their language, or if perhaps there
exist some general principles by which we
may generally construct data sets.
Nevertheless, trying such an extreme a
posteriori approach may prove useful as a
benchmark against which to compare other
approaches.
3. A general representation. Finally, one
may attempt to identify or predict what
features are actually perceived and salient in
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the language as a whole. (Ideally, this might
include semantic factors as well as
phonological factors. However, to keep
things simple, we will primarily consider
phonology for now). In the tradition of
Skousen's research on Finnish verbs (1989),
this usually utilizes a syllabified
representation of the stem in question so that
onsets, nuclei, and codas of syllables line up
accordingly. One such "general syllabified
design," using assumptions about Turkish
syllabic structure shared by Schaaik (1996)
and Inkelas/Orgun (1995), is used here.
Different modifications of this general
approach have been tested as well, including
the introduction of vowel length, the
monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic distinction,
and the etymology of the word (Turkish,
Arabic, Persian, or European).

A comparison of the three
approaches

A brief description of the data set
For the purposes of comparing these
approaches, the fifteen thousand most
common Turkish words, collected from a
ten-million word corpus of news-wire text,
were examined for words whose roots ended
in a velar followed by a vowel-initial suffix.
This word list, sorted by frequency and
morphologically parsed by machine, was
provided by Dr. Kemal Oflazer of Bilkent
University in Ankara, Turkey. Each
qualifying entry was double checked for
plausibility using the Redhouse and Oxford
dictionaries. Proper names were excluded,
on account of spelling peculiarities (see
footnote 2), and certain unlikely parses were
also excluded from the sample. Duplicate
tokens of the same variable set were also
excluded. This left 96 examples, of which
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32 preserved the velar and 62 deleted it. In
addition, there were two lexical exceptions,
which show other outcomes (see footnote 2).
This list of 96 word stems was used as an
"exemplar set" against which unknown
Turkish words might be compared in order
to determine whether or not to delete the
velar. According to Skousen' s theory, a list
of known examples, similar to this list of
common words, is stored in the mind. When
a speaker is unsure of how to form a
particular structure for a particular word (in
this case, whether or not to delete the final
velar from an unfamiliar word stem), he
would search through this list of known
examples to find a similar word or group of
words, from which to predict the behavior of
the new word. Since this prediction happens
"on the fly," it is subject to certain
probabilistic factors, such as imperfect
memory.
Skousen's algorithm therefore gives a
measure of the likelihood of a particular
result being predicted for a particular word.
Unlike rule approaches where there is
exactly one answer predicted absolutely,
Skousen's approach has the ability to predict
multiple correct forms. It is assumed for the
purposes of this comparison that there may
be some correlation between the percentages
predicted by Skousen's approach and the
distribution of responses to certain unusual
or non-existent (nonce) forms.

A brief description of the tests
One of the main purposes of this research is
to determine which type of representation
(i.e., straight sequencing, general syllabified,
or extreme a posteriori) is most appropriate
for approaching this type of problem.

Accordingly, three separate representations
of the 96 words were created and used as
data (or "exemplar") sets. These data sets
were tested against each other by use of the
following tests:
1. Seven native polysyllabic nouns given as
examples by Zimmer (1978). These
nouns, as the "default" case, are all
expected to delete the final velar.
2. Six uncommon monosyllabic nouns
culled from the Redhouse and Oxford
dictionaries. Forms of these words were
sometimes present in the news-wire
corpus, but very infrequently. According
to the two dictionaries, all of these retain
the velar as instances of exception #l.
3. Twelve examples of Arabic loan words
where the final velar is preceded by a
long vowel. In those dialects which
preserve this vowel distinction, these
words all retain the velar in illustration
of exception #2 (see Sezer 1981).
4. Thirty-four nonce-forms ending in /kJ
which were presented to native Turkish
speakers in two surveys. Of these,
fourteen were monosyllables expected to
retain the velar as examples of exception
#1, and one was an "Arabic-sounding"
form with a long vowel preceding the
lkJ,example of exception #2. The
remainder were expected to delete the
final 1kJ. In all cases, the majority of the
informants "predicted" the form that was
expected from a rule standpoint.
However, the responses were not always
unanimous. The percentage of
respondents answering differently than
expected is given in the final column of
tables 4 & 5.
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Results
Overall, the best-perfonrung representation
schema by far was the "extreme a
posteriori" schema, which represented only
those characteristics which were known
from the literature to be crucial. That it
performed well is by no means surprising:
by the very nature of the representation, each
of the test items fit into a set of
classifications, and one or more examples of
that very same set of classifications was
always present in the "exemplar" set.
Therefore, there was no "leakage" for any of
the classifications except for the
monosyllables (exception #1). Here, the two
exceptional words yok and cok caused some
leakage toward a (wrong) prediction of velar
deletion. Since monosyllabic stems of the
form (C)VC were few in this data set, this
leakage was stronger than what might
normally be expected.
The "syllabified" representation schema,
which (in the version used for this
preliminary study) also included all the
variables present in the extreme a posteriori
representation plus a representation of the
phonetic and syllabic structure of the root,
outperformed the "straight sequencing" by a
rather narrow margin. Indeed, the "straight
sequencing" representation outperformed the
uncommon monosyllables (test #2), and
performed equally well on the monosyllabic
nonce examples in Zimmer and Abbott's
two surveys. It is interesting that a relatively
unsophisticated representation was able to
capture the monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic
distinction nearly as well as a representation
which had a specific variable for this
distinction.
Interestingly, none of the three
representations closely modeled the
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performance of the survey subjects.
Granted, it is perhaps an unfounded
assumption that there should be a
correspondence between these
representations and an aggregate ratio of
speakers' opinions concerning non-existent
words. However, until data become
available on Turkish children's language,
such data remain the best indication of
psycholinguistic reality on hand.
Nevertheless, the closest fit was once again
the "extreme a posteriori" representation. It
actually performed "too well," displaying
less variation from the expected predictions
than the subjects themselves. This may be
partially explained by the fact that the
algorithm was running on "perfect memory"
mode, and some of the speakers in the
survey had been absent from Turkey for
some time. However, the patterns of
leakage were not symmetrical between the
model and the survey subjects. Whereas the
model showed, due to the influence of the
irregular examples, a very lopsided leakage
toward velar deletion, the subjects showed
nearly symmetrical leakage in either
direction. This seems to indicate that the
exceptional words are not playing as great a
role in influencing their choices as this
model would predict.

Indications for further research
There are several possible explanations for
these discrepancies. First and most likely is
the nature of the corpus used. Although the
corpus itself is fairly large in size, it may not
be reflective of actual everyday speech in its
distribution of words. Specifically, it would
not be surprising to find that everyday
speech uses both a greater frequency and
variety of monosyllabic stems than newswire text. Thus, it seems that the use of a
larger and more complete list of word stems
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would at once strengthen the overall gang
effect of monosyllabic stems and lessen the
impact of the irregular words yak and cak.
U sing the same techniques with a more
carefully designed corpus or electronic
dictionary seems strongly advisable, and
until these or similar experiments are
performed with data more reflective of
everyday speech, no definite conclusions
may safely be drawn from these results. 7
Nevertheless, it may not be utterly premature
to consider some other, more theoretical
issues. Of all the phenomena tested, the
three AML representations suffered most
greatly in their ability to correctly predict the
behavior of the monosyllables (exception
#1). Inkelas and Orgun (1996) noted the
similarity between the exceptional behavior
of velar-final monosyllables and the
tendency of other obstruent-final
monosyllables to avoid the otherwisegeneral pattern of voicing alternation (see
example 4, above). They link this to a
universal bi-moraic minimality constraint,
which overrides the typical patterns. This
suggests two possibilities from the
analogical paradigm. On the one hand, one
might suppose that there exists a set of
general or "universal" constraints which
override a general analogical mechanism of
language processing.
However, if there is a regularity in the
language, whether caused by external
"universal" constraints or language specific,
it should be present in the data set, and
therefore detectable by AML if the variables
in the representation schema and the
vocabulary in the data set are sufficiently
representative of the speaker's own lexicon.
We have already seen that the vocabulary
available from news text seems

insufficiently representative, so much so that
it is difficult to judge what schema is most
appropriate. Looking further afield from
this is therefore purely speculative.
Nevertheless, Inkelas and Orgun's
observations suggest another possible
avenue of investigation. They suggest that
the tendency towards exceptionality in
monosyllables results from a more general
pattern in Turkish. AML can capture that
more general pattern, but only if the problem
is viewed in a wider scope; not only taking
into account the velar drop data, but
encompassing all the data pertinent to final
consonant alternations in general. Even if
the conglomerate of velar-final monosyllabic
roots are large enough to maintain
themselves on their own (and they may not
be, even with more complete data), they may
use other (non-velar-final) monosyllables as
additional exemplars for retaining the
original final consonant. Along these same
lines, it is also possible that verbal stems,
which are mostly monosyllabic and nearly
always immune to consonant alternations,
also playa role. A test of this hypothesis
would be potentially more complex than the
kl0 alternation alone, but it would also
afford a much larger exemplar set, making
the results more reliable.
Conclusion
A major purpose of the present research was
to see if some general principles for the
creation of representational variable
schemata could be tested by comparing three
diverse approaches. In the instance of the
kl0 alternation, the current data suggest that
a straight sequence of letters or phonemes,
while not sufficient, nevertheless performs
better than might be expected. A syllabic
representation of the type used by Skousen
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in his Finnish example (1989) outperforms
the straight sequencing only by a small
margin. The most accurate representation is
one consisting of the variables assumed to
be important from rule-based analyses.
Unfortunately, none of the schemata
performed as expected, given the
experimental data from Zimmer and Abbott
(1978). It seems most likely that this is
reflective of the limitations of data taken
exclusively from news-text, and therefore
the comparison of the schemata does not
lead to any certain conclusions, due to the
inadequacies of the corpus involved.
Additionally, it may possibly indicate too
narrow a scope of inquiry, not taking into
account more general aspects of the
language.
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End notes
II would like to express my thanks to my
mentors, Dr. Royal Skousen and Dr.
Deryle Lonsdale, for their support
and patience in this project, and Dr.
Kemal Oflazer for his generous
giving of his time and resources in
supplying me with invaluable data
and information, and for his patience
in answering my many questions.
2 In the orthography, this disappearing velar
is still written, but with a special
letter, g (called the "soft g"). In most
dialects, however, this letter is not
pronounced, but merely indicates a
lengthening of the previous vowel
(see Lewis 1967:5). This rule is
applied not only to native words, but
to most foreign borrowings, as well.
Proper names are a special case: in
the orthography, the stem of a proper
name, which is marked off by an
apostrophe for clarity, is usually still
written with the final /k/ or /g/. In
pronunciation, however, it is still
deleted in all but the most careful
speech.
3 In addition to these classes of exceptions,
there are also individual exceptions
(most of them loan words) which do
not follow these patterns. Already
mentioned is the case where /k/
voices to /g/; this is restricted to
loan-words of the type (C)Vnk, such
as renk ( color-nom) / rengi (coloracc). Certain Arabic loan words
seem to have an underlying geminate
/k/, which surfaces in intervocalic
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context: hak (truth-nom), hakki (
truth-acc). Although hak and renk
are quite common, words of this
pattern are not particularly numerous
in everyday speech.
4 The Redhouse dictionary lists yak and gok
as being variable, but I have seen no
examples in the corpus which retain
the /k/.
5 Long vowels are not found in native
Turkish words (with the exception of
the compensatory lengthening found
in the vowels before g). The long
vowels in these Arabic loan words
are not preserved in all dialects of
Turkish, but in those which do, a
preceding long vowel blocks the
deletion of the final velar. There are
two lexical exceptions to this
generalization attested by Sezer:
tahakkuk( +u) (verification) and
mahrek(+I) (trajectory) (1981).
6 For example, an analogical model for
predicting the alternation between a
and an in English could theoretically
consist of just one variable: whether
or not the following word begins
with a vowel ([+syllabic]) or a
consonant ([-syllabic]). Such a
representation schema would be
extremely accurate, as long as just
one word in each category were
remembered; however, Skousen has
(rightly) rejected such a schema as
uninteresting. It would offer little if
any insight into the variation of
actual speakers, including "leakage"
from the an towards the a, which is
observable both in more complex
schemata and in actual children's
speech.

7

Such a resource has been tentatively
identified by the author and will be
used in further research of this
problem. The Turkish Electronic
Living Lexicon (TELL), maintained
at the University of California at
Berkeley, incorporates data from the
Oxford Turkish-English Dictionary
and other sources, "filtered" through
the intuitions of a native speaker. It
therefore represents at least one
native speaker's active and passive
vocabulary, and looks to be much
more complete than relying on news
texts.
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Appendix:

Performance of the three representations compared

Table 0: Overall Performance over all Tests
"Leakage" (or difference from 100% expected value)
Syllabified with "A posteriori" Data from
Straight
variables only Zimmer's
"a posteriori"
Sequence of
surveys
variables
letters
Polysyllables

Average "Leakage"

7.003

SumlSqd. "Leakage" 1346.567
Monosyllables Average "Leakage" 33.025
SumlSqd. "Leakage" 11103.29
Average
"Leakage" 65.939
Words with
long vowels
SumlSqd. "Leakage" 69614.62
before /k/
Zimmer's first Average "Leakage" 20.083
survey
SumlSqd. "Leakage" 27174.54
Average "Leakage" 31.523
Zimmer's
second survey Sum/Sqd. "Leakage" 51059.39
Totals

31.515
Overall Average
Total sum of squared 160298.4

0.054

0

0.056
53.805
20435.09
44.841

0
27.38
5764.98
0

44759.48
13.844
19566.56
22.49

0
7.143
4081.225
11.904

13.889
6172.84
16.667

34577.47
27.006
119338.7

8162.449
9.285
18008.65

9256.198
15.278
15429.04

Percentage of words where the majority prediction was inaccurate
Syllabified with "A posteriori" Data from
Straight
variables only Zimmer's
"a posteriori"
Sequence of
surveys
variables
letters
Percentage Errors
Total Errors
Monosyllables Percentage Errors
Total Errors
Percentage Errors
Words with
long vowels
Total Errors
before /k/
Zimmer's first Percentage Errors
survey
Total Errors
Percentage Errors
Zimmer's
second survey Total Errors
Percentage Errors
Totals
Total Errors
Polysyllables

0.00%
0
33.00%
0.02
58.00%

0.00%
0
67.00%
0.04
50.00%

0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%

7
20.00%
4
29.00%
7
28.00%
20

6
15.00%
3
29.00%
7
32.00%
20

0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0

0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
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Table 1: Performance on Test 1 (polysyllables from Zimmer 1978)
"Leakage"
Surface Correct Straight
Lexical Form
Form
outcome Sequence of
letters
34.04
eJek+3sg.poss
k:0
eJe+i
yatak+3sg.poss
yata+t
0.00
k:0
0.00
kelebek+3sg.poss kelebe+t k:0
1.34
kopilk+3sg.poss
kopil+il k:0
ipek+3sg.poss
ipe+i
13.64
k:0
yastt+t
0.00
yasttk+3sg.poss
k:0
kuyru+u k:0
0.00
kuyruk+3sg.poss

A verage "Leakage"
Sum of Squared "Leakage"
Ratio of Wrong Responses
Total Wrong Responses

7.00
1346.57
0.00%
0

(or difference from 100% expected value)
Syllabified with "A posteriori" variables
"a posteriori"
only
variables
0.00
0.00
0.18
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.05
0.06
0.00%
0

0.00
0.00
0.00%
0

Table 2: Performance on Test 2 (monosyllables from dictionaries)

Lexical Form

kok+3sg.poss
tj"irk+yA
Jok+3sg.poss
gtk+3sg.poss
kik+3sg.poss
dok+3sg.poss

Surface
Form
kokil
tJirke
Joku
gtkt
kiki
doku

A verage "Leakage"
Sum of Squared "Leakage"
Ratio of Wrong Responses
Total Wrong Responses

"Leakage"
Correct Straight
outcome Sequence of
letters
k:k
22.22
0.00
k:k
70.00
k:k
0.00
k:k
45.93
k:k
60.00
k:k
33.03
11103.29
33.00%
2

(or difference from 100% expected value)
Syllabified with "A posteriori" variables
"a posteriori"
only
variables
35.00
28.57
19.03
0.00
58.26
50.00
28.57
91.21
62.37
28.57
28.57
56.96
53.81
20435.09
67.00%
4

27.38
5764.98
0.00%
0
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Table 3: Performance on Test 3 (words with long vowels before!k/ from Sezer 1981)
Lexical Form

"Leakage"
Surface Correct Straight
Form
outcome Sequence of
letters

(or difference from 100% expected value)
Syllabified with "A posteriori" variables
only
"a posteriori"
variables

merak+3sg.poss
infalak+3sg.poss
istimlak+3sg.poss
iftirak+3sg.poss
ittifak+3sg.poss

merakt
infalakt
istimlakt
iftirakt
ittifakt

k:k
k:k
k:k
k:k
k:k

46.15
99.01
99.48
17.65
0.00

86.15
80.92
60.36
4.80
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

intibak+3sg.poss intibakt
inhimak+3sg.poss Inhimakt
istintak+3sg.poss
tahkiki
tahkik+3sg.poss
tetkiki
tetkik+3sg.poss
ahlakt
ahlak+3sg.poss
istihkak+3sg.poss istihkakt
A verage "Leakage"
Sum of Squared "Leakage"
Ratio of Wrong Responses
Total Wrong Responses

k:k
k:k
k:k
k:k
k:k
k:k
k:k

6.90
47.83
94.32
99.12
97.77
98.83
84.21
65.94
69614.62
58.00%
7

1.12
5.44
11.22
96.76
88.99
98.33
4.00
44.84
44759.48
50.00%
6

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00%
0
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Table 4: Performance on Test 4 (Zimmer and Abbott's first survey, 1978)
Lexical Form

Surface
Form

disti+i
distik+3sg.poss
ok+3sg.poss
okU
artk+3sg.poss
ad+t
tekkerik+3sg.poss tekkeri+i
mertek+3sg.poss merte+i
btkt
btk+3sg.poss
okUsek+3sg.poss okUse+i
suku
suk+3sg.poss
lftnak+3sg.poss
lftna+t
taskik+3sg.poss
taski+i
tlikU
tlik+3sg.poss
somuk+3sg.poss somu+u
mUstemek+3sg.pos MUsteme
nik+3sg.poss
niki
Jubartk+3sg.poss
orpii+ii
orpiik+3sg.poss
agrafik+3sg.poss agrafi+i
hulfuk+3sg.poss
hulfu+u
istisakt
istisak+3sg.poss
ifek+3sg.poss
ife+i
Average "Leakage"
Sum of Squared "Leakage"
Ratio of Wrong Responses
Total Wrong Responses

"Leakage"
RuleStraight
predicted Sequence
outcome of letters
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:0
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:0
k:0
k:0
k:k
k:0

0.00
0.00
8.12
1.18
0.00
0.00
0.57
81.08
3.85
0.64
90.00
0.00
0.00
57.75
9.54
0.00
1.71
83.33
30.56
33.33
20.08
27174.54
20.00%
4

(or difference from 100% expected value)
Syllabified with "A
Data from
"a posteriori" posteriori"
Zimmer's
variables
variables only surveys
0.00
6.53
0.17
0.46
0.00
86.77
0.00
65.72
0.19
0.26
29.69
0.00
0.87
82.38
0.12
0.01
0.11
l.l7
2.30
0.13
13.84
19566.56
15.00%
3

0.00
28.57
0.00
0.00
0.00
28.57
0.00
28.57
0.00
0.00
28.57
0.00
0.00
28.57
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.14
4081.22
0.00%
0

27.78
5.56
16.67
5.56
0.00
16.67
1l.l1
22.22
5.56
5.56
33.33
5.56
1l.l1
16.67
5.56
11.11
16.67
5.56
44.44
1l.l1
13.89
6172.84
0.00%
0
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Table 5: Performance on Test 5 (Zimmer and Abbott's second survey, 1978)
"Leakage" (or difference from 100% expected value)
Lexical Form

Surface
Form

disti+i
distik+3sg.poss
toku
tok+3sg.poss
fomu+u
fomuk+3sg.poss
heki
Hek+3sg.poss
Mevduk+3sg.poss mevdu+
uku
uk+3sg.poss
subarik+3sg.poss subar.j.+I
erafe+i
erafek+3sg.poss
ilnil+il
ilnilk+3sg.poss
iki
ik+3sg.poss
tf.j.na+.j.
tf.j.nak+3sg.poss
ruku
ruk+3sg.poss
pentek+3sg.poss pente+i
ilkil
ilk+3sg.poss
giki
gik+3sg.poss
milstemek+3sg.pos Milsteme
istisakt
istisak+3sg.poss
moku
mok+3sg.poss
agrafi+i
agrafik+3sg.poss
hutfu+u
hutfuk+3sg.poss
btkt
b.j.k+3sg.poss
elte+i
eltek+3sg.poss
okilsek+3sg.poss okilse+i
nakt
nak+3sg.poss
Average "Leakage"
Sum of Squared "Leakage"
Ratio of Wrong Responses
Total Wrong Responses

Data from
Straight Syllabified with "A
RuleZimmer's
predicted Sequence "a posteriori" posteriori"
variables only surveys
outcome of letters variables
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:0
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:k
k:k
k:0
k:k
k:k
k:0
k:0
k:k
k:0
k:0
k:k

0.00
83.33
0.00
66.67
1.48
33.33
10.37
0.00
42.42
84.75
3.85
36.78
0.00
66.67
44.79
0.00
30.56
83.33
1.71
83.33
0.00
0.00
0.57
82.61
31.52
51059.39
29.00%
7

0.00
66.14
0.00
55.88
0.55
5.03
0.12
0.79
0.04
23.41
0.19
66.45
0.00
25.89
67.15
0.87
2.30
70.59
0.11
1.15
86.77
0.00
0.00
66.27
22.49
34577.47
29.00%
7

0.00
28.57
0.00
28.57
0.00
28.57
0.00
0.00
0.00
28.57
0.00
28.57
0.00
28.57
28.57
0.00
0.00
28.57
0.00
0.00
28.57
0.00
0.00
28.57
11.90
8162.45
0.00%
0

27.27
0.00
18.18
0.00
18.18
0.00
27.27
27.27
36.36
9.09
27.27
9.09
9.09
9.09
9.09
27.27
36.36
18.18
18.18
9.09
18.18
18.18
18.18
9.09
16.67
9256.20
0.00%
0
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